Test the latest collaboration technology in your workplace with absolutely no risk

Introducing Nureva Span - collaboration reimagined
New ideas are the lifeblood of your business. It's why groups of people across the country spend days and
days in meeting rooms.
Mountains of Post-it note. Pages of flipcharts. Endless conference calls. These are the common tools of
collaboration,. But surely there is a better way?
The Nureva Span collaboration system takes these proven processes and fast tracks them into the digital
age. A panoramic projector provides unlimited expansive virtual canvases where teams, both physically
present and remotely based, share and explore ideas.
Combined with Span Workspace, a cloud-based software solution, anyone can invite other users or guests
to a canvas, and everyone can work together on it in real time, using any device.
Familiar tools, including sticky notes, sketches, images and templates, help organisations shift from paper to
digital collaboration without compromising their proven and comfortable processes.
It's a collaboration solution designed for the digital generation - familiar, simple, flexible.

Sounds good?
Why not try Span in your workplace totally without obligation?

Span sounds great, but will it work for my team?
Now you can find out for sure. We are offering a Proof of Concept service, a way of testing out the Nureva
Span solution in your own workplace, with negligible financial risk.
Simply rent a Span system - from one day to three months - and use it with your teams to truly experience
the difference it delivers.
As part of the package, we'll fully train your people to ensure they get the best from the trail.
If you decide it's not for you, we'll collect the system at the end of the rental period and there's no further
obligation. If it's revolutionised your business, you can buy the system at a reduced rate.

Why use the Proof of Concept service?
Try before you buy - ensure the technology is right for you
Very low risk - minimal initial financial outlay, all-inclusive package
Recoup percentage of your rental cost - buy at a reduced price at the end of the rental period
Hassle free - rental package includes delivery and full set-up and free collection and removal if you
want to return
• Get the most from your trial - 2 days of training sessions included.
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Book your rental trial today!
Simply contact us at enquiries@ascentae.com to find out more or book your proof of concept trial.

0800 368 8074
enquiries@ascentae.com
www.ascentae.com

